The generalized maximum satisfiability problem (GMAXSAT) deals with variables taking their values in a finite set. A set of logical clauses is given and the goal is to find an assignment of values to the variables, minimizing the number j3 of unsatisfied clauses. For randomly generated instances of a uniform type we study the distribution of p, as well as the distribution of the maximal size a of a satisfiable subproblem, by means of the first and second moment method (Spencer, 1987). Numerical estimates for the distribution of tl and p are given for some instances. In relation with the asymptotic behavior, we show that CI has almost surely three possible values only. Furthermore, in the spirit of Burkard and Fincke (1985), we show that for some sequences of random instances, the size of which tends to co, the relative error of any algorithm for GMAXSAT tends almost surely towards zero.
Introduction
The generalized maximum satisfiability problem (GMAXSAT) can be described as follows: Find a mapping f: N := (1, . . . . n> + R:= (1, . . ..r} such that the graph of fcontains a minimum number of elements of an a priori given family %? of subsets of N x R. Clearly, only those subsets C E $7, no two elements of which have the same first component, are relevant here, and we shall assume that all CE 48 have this property. This problem can be thought of as assigning to n variables x1, . . . , x, a value f(xi)E R, in order to satisfy a maximal number of clauses of the form 1 C(f(xi,) = j,) * ... A (f(xiJ = j,)] (corresponding to the subsets {(xilr j,), . . . .
(xi.,jJ> Eq). Th e maximum satisfiability problem (MAXSAT) occurs by taking r = 2. In the sequel, we consider exclusively the restriction of GMAXSAT where all elements of %7 have the same cardinality k, and denote it GMAXSAT(k). Given an instance of GMAXSAT (i.e. a triple (N, R, Gf?)), we shall say that an assignment satisfying all clauses is valid and that an instance is satisjable if it has a valid assignment.
Algorithmic results obtained by heuristics of radically different nature (for instance, SAMD [S] and SKBLZ [3] ) are qualitatively very similar, and 0166-218X/94/$07.00 @ 1996Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved SSDI 0166-218X(92)00134-1 particularly stable as far as the parameters of the random generator producing the instances are kept constant. More precisely, given 0 < p < 1 and k E W, instances obtained by choosing the clauses independently with probability p among all possible clauses of cardinality k seem to indicate that the minimum number of unsatisfied clauses is a random variable with a well-located peak. The present work is an attempt to analyze this phenomenon.
We shall also study the distribution of the maximum cardinality LY of a subset N' of N such that the instance restricted to N' is satisfiable, a question very similar to the problem of studying the maximum stable set in a random graph.
Matula [6] noticed that for a family of random graphs, the edges of which occur independently with the same probability p (on a given node set), the maximum cardinality of a stable set is a random variable which presents a well-located peak (see [l, p. 2511 for various extensions) .
Observe that any instance of GMAXSAT can be reduced to finding a stable set of maximum cardinality in an appropriate graph. In fact, given an instance of GMAX-SAT, consider the graph G(V, E), where: V = {(C, T)) is the set of all ordered pairs (C, T) where CE%? is a clause and Tan assignment of values for those variables involved in C and making C a satisfied clause. E = {{ (Cl, T,) , (C,, T2) j} is the set of pairs of elements of V such that Ci and CZ involve a common variable which is given by T, a value which is not the one given by T2.
It is straightforward to check that every stable set of G corresponds to a subset of clauses which can be simultaneously satisfied and vice versa. Unfortunately, this reduction does not allow us to make use of those results related to the stable sets: random instances of GMAXSAT with clauses occurring independently with probability p do not result in a set of random graphs, the edges of which occur independently with the same probability. Consequently, we shall rely directly on the so-called jrst and second moment method (to be recalled in Section 2) to study the distribution of CI (Section 3) and j3 (Section 4). Asymptotically, we show that a is almost surely one of the three well-determined values if k 3 3, and we derive an asymptotic lower bound for /I. In the spirit of a result of Burkard and Fincke [Z], we shall show in Section 5 that for some sequences of instances, the size of which tends to co, the relative error of any algorithm converges almost surely towards 0. This result will be used to show that the first and second moment method fails to establish a threshold phenomenon for GMAXSAT(k) [l, p. 2521, c7, P. 181.
One motivation of this work was to localize the optimum of some random instances for the sake of algorithm testing. Appreciable results have been obtained, but unfortunately for instances of rather big size for our purpose: they will be discussed in Section 6.
As a first step, we translate GMAXSAT in the setting of hypergraphs, which is more adequate for our purpose. Given an instance (N, R, '3) of GMAXSAT, we associate to it a hypergraph H( I', E), where V:= N x R and E := %'. By our assumption on V, H is n-partite (i.e. V:= 6 @ . .. @ V, where K:= i x R).
In order to avoid possible confusions, we shall use Exp(X) to denote the expectation of a random variable X.
Random hypergraphs and related random variables
In the sequel we shall exclusively consider the class Hir of those doubly uniform n-partite hypergraphs H( V = V, u ... u V,, E) characterized by IKI =r, l<ibn, lel = k, VeeE.
We denote by V(H) (E(H)) the node set (the edge set) of H and for T c V E,(T):= {eEE(H)I e c T) (or simply E(T)). A subset T c V is said to be a snake if 1 T n PJ < 1, 1 6 i < n (more precisely, a d-snake if 1 TJ = d). A snake is said to be stable in H if I(EH(T))l = 0.
Given HE HiY, we are interested in the following problems:
Problem Pl. Determine a(H) := max{ ) TI; T c V, T is a stable snake in H}.
Problem P2. Determine B(H) := min { 1 (EH( T)) 1; T c V, T is an n-snake in H}.
In the spirit of GMAXSAT, v is the set of possible values for Xi and assignments correspond to n-snakes. Furthermore, the assignment corresponding to a given n-snake T does not satisfy a given clause iff the corresponding edge e is in E,(T). In a random context, i.e. when hypergraphs HE H,k, have a given probability P(H) of occurrence, CI and /? are random variables, the distribution of which is our main concern. For our random setting, we choose to formalise the random generators adopted in [S], i.e. each of the (;)rk p ossible edges occurs, independently, with probability p. It follows that P(H) = pdq(+" -d , where q = 1 -p and d := Card(E(H)). The resulting probability space will be denoted by HtF. The distribution of a and p will be studied indirectly, by means of the family of random variables Xdl. : HLr -+ N (d, L E N), defined as follows:
Random variables tl and XdO are related by
and variables /3 and X,,L by
The methodology applied to study CI and /3 is the so-called jirst and second moment method [7, p. 191 , which works as follows. Let X := XdO be the number of stable snakes of cardinality d in a random hypergraph H. X is then a nonnegative integer valued random variable; hence, we know that In conclusion, we obtain
Of course, this argument remains valid if X denotes the number of snakes of cardinality n having at most L edges (Si then denotes a snake of cardinality n, so m = n', and x = 1 if Si has at most L edges). Our goal is now to derive Exp(X) and Exp(X 1 Y, = 1) for both cases, and to determine the behavior of the resulting bounds for n -+ co. In order to discuss asymptotic matters, we shall consider the space Hz', natural extension of H,k,p for n + co. The elements H of the underlying set Hk, are those infinite doubly uniform hypergraphs with node set f+J x R and hyperedges of the form {(%, ri), (n2, r2), ...,(nk, rk)), nl < 122 < "' < nk.
Given H in Hk,, let H, stand for the subhypergraph of H induced by the node set (1, *..> n) x R. We shall say that almost every (a.e.) hypergraph of Hzr has a property Q if Prob(H has Q) = 1. In our context, Q will have the form: There exists ~,(H)E N such that, for n > n,, H, has a property Q(n). Saying that Q holds for a.e. hypergraph H amounts then to saying that those H such that Q(n) does not hold for infinitely many values of n form a set of measure zero. By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, Q holds for a.e. hypergraph if c Pr(H, has not Q(n)) < CO. "
The weaker property Pr(H, has Q(n)) + 1 for n + co shall also be considered.
Bounds for Problem Pl
In order to study the distribution of a(H), the maximum cardinality of a stable snake in a hypergraph HE Hi:, it will be convenient to set Xd := Xde, i.e. the number of stable d-snakes of a hypergraph H in Hi:. Proof. (a) The probability of a d-snake T being stable is the probability that none of the (f) potential edges occurs, i.e. q(f). Moreover, there are (i)rd snakes of cardinality d.
(b) For T being maximal, it is in addition necessary that all of the remaining r(n -d) nodes forming a snake with T have at least an edge with k -1 nodes of T. The probability that one of these r(n -d) nodes has no edges with k -1 nodes of T is q("). Hence, the probability that all of them have at least an edge with k -1 nodes of T is (1 -q(kdl))*(n-d).
q 
((4).~~d)("ri)(dnTde)(r-I)'rd
Proof. Let T be a particular d-snake. For 0 d j < d, the probability of a d-snake T', with ) Tn T'J = j, being stable is q(i) -(:). The result follows by noting that the main parenthesis is the number of d-snakes T' with ) Tn T'I = j (e represents the number of nodes in T' being in the same class of the partition of I' as a node of T, but not being identical to it).f(d) provides enough space for the d -j -e nodes of T' to be placed in those classes of the partition of I' not intersected by T. 0
Numerical estimates obtained on the basis of the above results are presented in Section 6.
In order to discuss the asymptotic behavior of cc(H,), we shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let k be aJixed integer. For d B
k, 1 2~ E 2 k/d, we have (d-(1+c)k/2)k-1<(d-l)(d-2)...(d-k+1)6(d-k/2)k-1.
Proof. Note that (yc(d-i)y=Ic(d-i)(d-k+i). q
Let DE N and E d 1. By the above lemma it follows that
Note that in the context of asymptotic results inequalities must be considered for
It is easy to check that d(n) < d*(n) and d*(n) 3 k/e(n); hence, Exp(Xd*(,))+ 0 and Exp(Xd(,,) + cc for n -+ co. It follows that Pr(a(H,) < d*(n))-+ 1 for n+ co. Proof. We show that C, Pr(Xd*(,,) + , > 0) < co. Let n be fixed. Note first that Exp(Xd*(,)) d 1 implies q (";("') < cr+ "'k':',,,,,)"""',
It follows that
Pr (Xd*(,) + 1 > 0) < ExP(Xd*(,)
G cr+ y;;(n)))r" -~M*(Md*(n) -1)
for some constant Co. Hence 1, Pr(Xd*(,)+ 1 > 0) < cc for k 2 3. q Proof. We show that 1, Pr(Xdtn) = 0) -C co. For j 2 k, let n(j):= min{n E F+J 1 d(n) 2 j}. Moreover, let 0 < z < 1, A4 $ 1 and n b M be fixed.
Note that a d-snake Si contributes q(') to Exp(X,)
but only q(') -('I to Exp(X, 1 & = 1) if [Si n S1 ( = j. Moreover, there are at most (y)(iI-$rd-j such snakes. It follows that
(notice that the exponent of the third factor is positive for j 3 k 2 3), where
Note that there exists Jo such that c(j) < 1 for j > Jo, since j = _d(n( j)) for j + CC and d(n)/d*(n) -+ 1 for n + co (see proof of Theorem 3.6).
Our results can be summarized as follows: Moreover, with probability tending to unity a(H,) does not take the upper value.
Proof. Define
A := (k! logI,, (nr)) l/W 1) ,
Starting with d -6 < (d k-1 -dk-')/d k-2 we get d -6 < (k + i)/(k -1) < 2 for n 9 1, and use this fact with
Finally, d*(n)<_d(n)+2 for n+l. 0
Bounds for Problem P2
In order to localize the optimum of GMAXSAT, we study for LE N the probability that an n-snake T occurs with /E(T)/ 6 L (i.e. the distribution of X,,). In this context, the random variable XL := Xnl. for HE H,k gives the number of n-snakes having at most L edges. Proof. The maximal possible number of edges in a particular n-snake is (i) and each of them occurs independently with probability p. The number of edges for an n-snake is consequently a binomial random variable: N g (( ;), p). The result follows multiplying the probability of such a variable being not more than L by the number Y" of n-snakes. 0 
Proposition 4.2. The conditional expectation of the number of n-snakes T' with jE(T')( G L in H,k,p, given that a particular n-snake T has IE(T)( SG L, is equal to

PI> Had hl S'? ((kn), a, (k"))
(@ and X denoting binomial and hypergeometric laws, respectively),
Proof. Let D = Tn T'. In order to keep the exposition reasonable, we shall use the notation 
= (E(T')\E(D)j
and setting h(d, t) = min(L -t,(i) -(i)}. This last summation is equal to P (Bd f h(d, t) ) where Bd is a binomial variable with parameters ((i) -(i), p).
The second factor under the summation in (4.2) is equal to P(H,d = t) where Had follows a hypergeometric law with parameters: "(i)", the size of the set having "a" distinguished elements and in which one chooses a subset of cardinality "(i),'. The second factor under the summation in (4.1) is equal to P(B' = a)/P(B' d L) where B' follows a binomial law with parameters ((i), p).
The conclusion follows by noting that for fixed d, there are (i)(r -l)n-d possible choices for the nodes of T'. q
We now study the asymptotic behavior of P(H,). Let N := (E) and note that for L > 1 and n p 1:
As an immediate consequence, defining
we have Exp(XL(,)) --f 0 for n -+ co; furthermore, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. For a.e. HE Hz there is a constant m, = ma(H) such that ifn > m, then L(n> q) d P(HiJ.
Proof. Exp(XL(,) _ t) < q/(pN) by the above majorization. 0 For L,, 2 L we have
As an immediate consequence, defining ln(r"qN)
we have Exp(X,-(,)) + cc for II --, co. To see that L(n) < Lo(n) (for n 9 l), note that for n-co we have
+-L(n).
It follows that L,(n), the smallest integer such that Ex~(X~,(~)) > 1, lies in the interval [L(n), L(n)]. Note that despite the convergence of L(n) and L(n) to the same limit, this interval does not collapse! The interest of L1 (n) is that it is the point around which the first and second moment method usually builds its success, when the so-called threshold phenomenon occurs [l, p. 2521, [7, p. 171 . In our problem, the threshold, if it exists, does not show up around L,(n). We shall prove in the next section that no linear function of Ll(n) exists which asymptotically is an upper bound for p.
Asymptotic behavior
Given n, k and p, it is easy to see that for any E > 0 there exists r = r(n, k, p, E) such that in H,kp Prob(3 stable n-snake} = Prob{ /3 = 0) > 1 -E.
(5.1)
For fixed k, p and E, we are interested (as n + co) in the behavior of the smallest r = r(n, k, p, E) such that (5.1) holds. In order to deal with this problem, we shall consider a sequence of random variables on the probability space HUN, natural extension of H,k,P for n, r -+ co. Given a mapping r: N -+ N, we define on H 2~ the sequence of random variables Min, as follows, denoting r(n) by r,: For fixed n, Min, is equal to p on H,$ which by definition is the restriction of HkP NN to its n first variables and to their r, first values. In the same way, we define Max,, considering the maximum number of edges in an n-snake instead of the minimum.
We shall exhibit a mapping r(n) such that (5.1) does not hold for small E. More precisely, r(n) is such that for the sequences of random variables associated to r, = r(n), the ratio MaxJMin, converges almost surely to 1 for n + co. An essential step in this direction is given by a theorem of Burkard and Fincke [2] . For sequences of random combinatorial problems, the size of which tends to co, this result gives sufficient conditions for the ratio between worst and best solution to be in any neighborhood of 1 with probability tending to 1. We follow [2] to introduce the necessary background: Let (P,,), nE N, denote a family of combinatorial optimization problems defined on finite ground sets E,. The feasible solutions of a problem P. are defined by a nonempty class T, of subsets of E,. A feasible solution S is therefore a subset of E,. We denote by (T,[ the cardinality of T, and by 1 Sj the number of elements e E E, belonging to S.
Further, let c, : E, -+ R + be a weight function, which maps E, into the nonnegative reals.
Problem P,, consists in finding: In the random context of GMAXSAT(k) as defined by HzN, the application of this theorem rests on the following correspondences.
An instance of problem P,, is an instance of GMAXSAT(k) (resulting from H$') considered as follows: E, is in our case the set whose elements are the (i)rk k-snakes which can be defined on V = Vi u ... u V,. The set T,, of feasible solutions is {S,(D) c E, ) D is an n-snake and S,(D) is the set of those (i) k-snakes contained in D>. Random variable c,(e) is a Bernoulli variable taking value 1 with probability p.
Problem (5.2) is equivalent to GMAXSAT(k)
considering that edges e are present in HE HfYn iff c,(e) = 1. Although nothing has been said about r,, it should be clear that all hypotheses of the above theorem, but (c), are fulfilled.
Subsuming we have and we are concerned with the evolution of -nln(r,)
when n -+ co. Clearly, only a mapping r, := r(n) with a monstrous increase could avoid CI, + + co. We shall show that the same holds for the almost sure convergence of Max,/Min, to 1. We shall need the two following lemmas, the first one closely related to the Borel-Cantelli lemma. Gnedenko [4, p. 2381) . Let &,, nE N, be a sequence of random variables on a probability space H. Then if VL E N we have the sequence [, converges almost surely to <. Lemma 5.3. Let 2 < k E N and 0 < C E R. Then there exists n,, E N such that for n > no
Lemma 5.2 (see
The proof is given in the appendix.
Theorem 5.4. Let k E N and 0 < p < 1 be given. Then for r, < exp(nkm2), the sequence of random variables 5, = MaxJMin, dejined on H 2~ converges almost surely to r = 1.
Before giving the proof, we make some comments about this result. The distribution of the number o of edges in a randomly choosen n-snake of a random hypergraph H,," becomes highly concentrated in the sense that Min,, Max,] . In relation with the form of a mapping r(n, k, p, E) such that (5.1) holds, Theorem 5.4 says that for small E, it must grow faster than exp(nkp2).
From the algorithmic viewpoint, Theorem 5.4 says that for big instances of GMAXSAT(k) any algorithm yields a good solution.
Proof of Theorem 5.4. Let 2 < LEN be fixed. We want to show that C,"=, Prob{(<, -l( B l/L) < co. Let EL:= min{E/(3L), 02>, i,:= 2(&LU/(&L + 2a2))2, Let n,, E FV be such that for n 2 no we have nk-' < CL(n -l)k-'. By Lemma 5.2 it is enough to see that C,"= no Prob{ 15, -11 B l/L} < co. For n > no, let us consider the three following events A,,, B, and C, defined by Hence, Prob{l&, -11 2 l/L} < P(C,,) < 2(T,Iexp(-(&ILL) =:a,.
We shall establish the convergence of I:= n, a, by applying d'Alembert's criteria (i.e. lim,,, a,+ 1/ a, < 1). Recall that IS, ( = (i), 1 T,I = (r,,)", and take r, = exp(nk-'). Moreover, for those values of n which are of interest nk-2 < C,(n -l)k-' where CL:= @,/(2k))(l/(k -l))k-'. Let a,+l (r,+l)"+' n,ls.l = (r,+l)n+l e@) (r,+l)"+l 1
Taking the logarithm we get
We majorize [ ] in the first term noting thatf(x) = x(x -l)k-l is convex for k 2 1.
Hence, [ 1 =f(n + 1) -f(n) < f'(n + 1).
This inequality is obtained by substituting the actual value of CL and after some algebra given in the appendix.
Finally, ln(~~)<""((~>"-'-(knl))--l forn-+co. 0
Remarks.
(1) From Stirling's formula, it follows that for k 2 4 we have ln(n!) < n2 < nkm2 = In@(n)), i.e. R(n) > n! (2) Our proof is valid with the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1 concerning variables c,,(e), i.e. in a context more general than GMAXSAT.
A nice application of Theorem 5.4 is related to the determination of an upper bound for B(Hn). Recall that L(n) is an upper bound for L,(n), the smallest integer such that Exp(L,(n)) > 1. For a (H,) and other similar problems [7, p. 171 , bounds are located close to the value where the expectation passes above 1. We show now that this is not the case for /3(H,). In order to stress the dependency, we shall write L(n, p) for L(n).
Corollary 5.5. There exists no linear function F such that for a.e. HE Hz,
P(HJ G F(-G (n, P)).
Proof. We assume that the result is false, i.e. there exists a linear function F such that for a.e. HEH~, F(b(n, 19) .
P(Hn) G
(5.4)
This implies
P(H,J < F(L(n, p)) for a.e. HE H 2.
Let y(H,) denote the maximum number of edges in an n-snake. In fact, y(H,) = N -a(H,) where o(H,) stands for the minimum number of edges not taken in an n-snake (let us call them anti-edges, they occur with probability 4). Note now that a(H,) which counts the minimum number of anti-edges in an n-snake is a random Expected number of edges induced by an n-snake: ~48. 14 is the smallest integer L such that the expected number of n-snakes inducing at most L edges is greater than 1, it is ~3.9. Expected number of edges induced by an n-snake: -323. 6 is the smallest integer L such that the expected number of n-snakes inducing at most L edges is greater than 1, it is ~53.2.
Numerical results
Numerical estimates for the distribution of c1 and p have been computed on the basis of (2.1) applying the formulas of Propositions 3.1, 3.2, 4.1 and 4.2. Computations related to the above formulas (especially in relation with Proposition 4.2) are rather delicate due to round-off errors in computer arithmetic. In order to support our calculations, we made an experiment based on the following remark. Expected number of edges induced by an n-snake: z 470. 7 is the smallest integer L such that the expected number of n-snakes inducing at most L edges is greater than 1, it is c 5.27.
The formula in Proposition 4.2 gives the conditional expected value of the number of n-snakes having not more than L edges, given that a particular n-snake has not more than L edges. Choosing L = (i), conditionality is irrelevant, and for this value of L we should have Exp(XL 1 Y, = 1) = Exp(X,).
Calculations for n = 10, k = 3, L = 120 and various densities always gave inequalities of the form 1 -10u7 < computed value of Exp(Xr,)/Exp(Xr,I Y, = 1) < 1. Tables 1-3 give estimates for instances of GMAXSAT(k) of 3 different sizes (problem P2).
In the spirit of (2.1) we give for various LE N real numbers LB and UB such that
The probability P(L) of having an n-snake with at most L edges satisjes
Remark. Let us notice first that no result of interest has been obtained for MAXSAT (binary variables). This is in fact not surprising given that our lower bound LB is the ratio between expectation and conditional expectation, and that in the binary case almost all snakes intersect significantly the one supporting the conditionality. It follows that this conditionality is strong and lets few hopes of having Exp(XL)/Exp(XL ( Y, = 1) close to 1 for values of L below the expected number of edges in an n-snake (for the given value of p). On the basis of the same argument, good results were expected for variables having many possible values. For instance, with n = 100, I = 20, k = 3, p = 0.002, we got for L = 3 an upper bound UB z 0.00018 and for L = 6 a lower bound LB x 0.93. Said differently, the probability of the minimum of GMAXSAT being not more than 6 is estimated bigger than 0.93, whereas the one that this minimum is 3 or less is bounded by 10m4. Consequently, the minimum lies with high probability in the interval [4, 6] , when, for the given problem, the expected number of edges in an 500,500,2 Table 5 . MAXSAT, binary constraints n, r, k P u999 u950 u900 ZESP LlOO LO50 LOO1 50, 2, 2 0.4 2 n-snake is about 323. Furthermore, 6 is the smallest integer Z such that the expectation E(Z) of the number of n-snakes having Z edges or less is greater than 1; more precisely, E(6) x 53. This indicates in some sense how rare those n-snakes are having a number of edges in the interval [4, 6] . With such characteristics, problems randomly generated with those parameters n, Y, k and p seem to be ideal instances for testing algorithms. Unfortunately, the expected number of edges in such hypergraphs is about 2 587 200, which is beyond the possibilities of most computers at hand. Tables 4-6 summarize results related to the maximum cardinality of a stable snake (problem Pl) and should be interpreted as follows: U999 (resp. U950, U900) is the biggest integer D such that the probability of having a stable snake of cardinality greater than or equal to D is bigger than 0.999 (resp. 0.950,0.900). ZESP is the biggest integer D such that the expected number of stable snakes of cardinality greater than or equal to D is greater than 1. L 100 (resp. LO50, LOOl) is the smallest integer D such that the probability of having a stable snake of cardinality greater than or equal to D is less than 0.100 (resp. 0.050,0.001).
Good localizations could be obtained for edge density p 3 0.4 (the greater p, the better the results). As an example, for we got U999 = 23, U950 = 26, U900 = 26, LlOO = 28, LO50 = 28, LOO1 = 28. For such instances of GMAXSAT, with estimated probability at least 0.998, one may find a subset of variables of cardinality in the interval [23, 27] such that the problem restricted to this subset is satisfiable. This interval reduces to [26, 27] for a probability of 0.9.
